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Abstract This paper covers the activities of the Economic Analysis Group (EAG)
of the Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice, during 2007–2008. It describes
the economic analysis undertaken by EAG in several important investigations, and in
other activities as an advocate for competition.
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1 Introduction

During the past year the Economic Analysis Group of the Antitrust Division, U.S.
Department of Justice, has been engaged actively in providing economic analysis on
a wide range of interesting and important matters. As in years past, a substantial share
of its efforts was devoted to merger review. Its work has included also, however, the
investigation under Sect. 2 of the Sherman Act of a variety of potentially anticom-
petitive practices engaged in unilaterally by single firms. Increasingly, it has through
the research efforts of its staff, served as an advocate for competition by publishing
work intended to influence and help improve the design of rules and regulations with
a potentially significant impact on competition and, more generally, the performance
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of the economy. The Division’s economists have also continued to play an important
role in the training of attorneys and other economists, both inside the Division and
out, and both domestically and internationally.

In this review article we report on a number of these activities, focusing especially
on ones that raised interesting or subtle economic issues. In the area of merger analysis,
we discuss economic analysis performed by the Division’s economic staff in the fol-
lowing mergers: Abitibi/Bowater, Altivity/Graphic Packaging, Smithfield/Premium
Standard Farms, and United/Sierra.1

In our discussion of these investigations, partly due to space limitations and partly
due to confidentiality considerations, we resist the temptation to present in its entirety
the Division’s analysis of all the important evidence, or all of the relevant economic
issues and arguments. We refrain also from even attempting to provide a complete
explanation for why each matter was decided the way it was. Rather, in the interests
of focusing on the interesting economics at issue, we at times highlight only the main
facts, omitting some details, without in our view doing injustice to the critical eco-
nomic arguments in play in these cases. For purposes of this article, the precise facts
of a given investigation are of far less importance than is a more general description
of the analytical work performed by the Division’s economists.

Following the section on mergers, we present examples highlighting the increas-
ingly active role being played by Division economists in the area of Competition
Advocacy. Here we discuss in some detail two recent papers: one by Whalen et al.
that diagnosis the causes of, and proposes mechanisms for dealing efficiently with, air
traffic congestion and delay, and another by Lien that examines the restructuring of
electricity markets over the past decade and asks what has worked, what has not, and
what the proper role for regulators ought to be going forward.

Finally, we discuss briefly some of the Division economists’ work in the interna-
tional arena. In light of our increasingly interrelated global economy, the practices
and policies of other competition authorities around the world have fast become areas
of great interest and importance not only to foreign businesses and consumers, but to
domestic ones as well.

Above and beyond our targeted competition advocacy work, economists at the
Division continued to publish a considerable amount of original research in the past
year. Much of this research was based on casework, but a significant fraction dealt
with antitrust, applied microeconomics, and econometrics generally. Examples include
papers analyzing appropriate antitrust policy towards single-firm conduct (Carlton and
Heyer 2008), competition when consumers value firm scope (Miller 2008) and con-
sumer learning, switching costs, and heterogeneity (Osborne 2007).2

1 One of the most widely discussed merger investigations engaged in by the Division’s economists this past
year involved the proposed consolidation of the satellite radio providers XM and Sirius. For a discussion of
that matter’s resolution and a brief description of the Division’s relevant analysis and findings, please see
http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/press_releases/2008/231467.htm.
2 In 2007, EAG economists published 17 papers in antitrust and other journals. EAG also maintains an active
discussion paper series, with 16 articles added during this time period. A complete list of recent and his-
torical EAG Discussion Papers can be obtained at http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/eag/discussion_papers.
htmorbyemailedrequesttojanet.ficco@usdoj.gov.
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2 Mergers

2.1 United/Sierra: Insuring Competition for Seniors

On March 11, 2007, UnitedHealth Group Inc. and Sierra Health Services Inc. entered
into a merger agreement whereby United agreed to acquire all outstanding shares of
Sierra. United and Sierra were two of the largest private health insurance companies
servicing Clark County and Nye County in Nevada, the counties constituting “the Las
Vegas area.”

In particular, United and Sierra were by far the two largest providers of Medicare
Advantage (“MA”) health insurance plans sold to senior citizens in this geographic
area. United’s enrollment share was a little over one-third, while Sierra’s was roughly
sixty percent. Annual MA commerce in the Las Vegas area accounted for approxi-
mately $840 million, and no provider other than the merging parties had more than a
trivial share of this business.

Unsurprisingly, among the critical economic issues in the investigation was the
scope of the relevant product market and the significance of market shares. Another
was entry. Yet a third was the fact that private insurance in Nevada is regulated by
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. To the extent that the relevant market
was found to be as narrow as MA insurance and that shares were relevant to competi-
tiveness, unilateral anticompetitive effects from the proposed merger were extremely
likely in the absence of either significant and timely entry, effective regulation, or both.

2.2 Product Market and Concentration

Many senior citizens in the Las Vegas area, as well as in other parts of the country,
receive their health insurance not through a Medicare Advantage plan, but through
government-provided traditional Medicare. Indeed, the number of Medicare enrollees
in the Las Vegas area at the time of the merger was on par with the number of enrollees
in the merging firms’ MA plans.

In establishing the Medicare Advantage program, Congress intended that compe-
tition among private providers of this product would lead insurers to offer seniors
richer and more affordable benefits than does traditional Medicare, provide a wider
array of health-insurance choices, and be more responsive to the demands of seniors.
A question was the extent to which the Medicare alternative constrained the terms that
could profitably be provided by the merged firm to seniors wishing to purchase an
MA plan rather than Medicare.

To help answer this question, EAG economists examined cross-market panel data
on enrollment by seniors in the different types of health insurance plans.3 Enrollment
(rather than, say, price), was used as the primary measure of performance because
insurance carriers compete in a variety of dimensions—including the particular char-
acteristics of the insurance coverage they provide, the premiums they charge, deduct-
ibles and co-pay, and many other elements of quality and cost to the consumer. To the

3 See Dunn (2008).
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extent that greater competition among network-based MA plans leads insurers to offer
more attractive plans relative to price, one would expect these more attractive plans to
generate greater enrollment.

Consistent with the hypothesis that the insurance provided by MA plans consti-
tutes a relevant product market, our econometric analysis found that, after controlling
for other relevant variables, an increase in the number of MA coordinated plan com-
petitors in a market did indeed generate higher enrollment in these products. The
effect was particularly pronounced going from only one significant MA provider
to two.

EAG staff looked also at the competitive impact of different sized firms in the
market. This was relevant because of the possibility that the existence of fringe firms
might provide sufficient competitive discipline. In other words, we wanted to test the
plausibility of the argument that a post-merger increase in price (or a deterioration
in the quality offered to consumers) by the merged firm might be unprofitable to the
firm because it would likely lead its enrollees to switch in large numbers to fringe
participants in the market (of which there were some).

Our cross-market empirical work found that not having a second sizeable com-
petitor in the marketplace may be competitively harmful, and that there is much less
competitive benefit from smaller competitors relative to larger ones. That is to say,
there appeared to be reasons relevant to consumer demand for why larger incum-
bent MA plans tend to be significantly more attractive than small ones. For example,
larger insurers are often able to negotiate better rates, have larger and more attractive
networks, and/or have superior reputations.

2.3 Entry and Regulation

With product market analysis suggesting serious competitive concern with a merger
to near-monopoly, how likely was it that these effects would be prevented or quickly
reversed by sufficient and timely entry from new MA providers, or by health insurance
regulators?

We examined the entry issue empirically by looking cross-sectionally at the success
rate of new entrants and the extent to which new entrants who did “succeed” managed
within two years to achieve a significant share of the market. Economic factors that
might, in theory, affect the amount of time it takes to enter and grow significantly could
include, in addition to the prospect of aggressive competition from incumbents, some
or all of the following: time to build a network and create contracts with providers;
costs to consumers of switching away from one insurer to another; and the time and
cost to the entrant of establishing a reputation for providing this type of product in the
area.

After controlling for relevant variables—including, in particular, the existing degree
of penetration by MA products in the area and the number of significant MA incum-
bents—the data suggested strongly that in MA markets with penetration rates and
competition comparable to that in the area at risk from this transaction, a new entrant
is very unlikely to gain more than a 5% share in 2 years. Taken in combination with
our other evidence that fringe competitors in MA markets do not appear to have much
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of a competitive impact, these findings helped support the Division’s concern over the
merger.

A final issue was whether the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services could
be relied upon fully to prevent anticompetitive consequences from even a merger to
monopoly. In addition to relying upon general arguments for preferring to have market
outcomes determined by competition in the private marketplace rather than regula-
tion, cross-section data across multiple regulated MA markets suggested strongly that
structural conditions had a significant and positive impact on the degree of compe-
tition. This gave us further comfort in our conclusion that this merger, if allowed to
proceed as initially proposed, would violate the antitrust laws.4

3 Critical Loss Analysis and Mergers

A technique frequently employed by economists in evaluating proposed mergers is
“Critical Loss Analysis (CLA).”5 CLA begins by calculating the magnitude of pre-
merger sales that, if lost in response to a hypothetical X% post-merger price increase,
would mean that a price increase of that magnitude would not change total profit. The
analyst can then work to obtain information on whether the actual loss to be expected
from a price increase of that magnitude would be at least as large as this “critical”
figure. If it would be, the hypothesized price increase is unprofitable (and thus, we
would not expect it to be imposed).6

Critical Loss Analysis is commonly used to delineate antitrust markets. In the case
of product market delineation, for example, one begins by combining products pro-
duced or sold by the merging firms, equivalent products of other firms, and products
that are in the eyes of consumers at least as attractive as these. The question is then
asked whether a single seller—a “hypothetical monopolist”—of these products would
find it profitable to raise the price of one or more of them by at least a small, but
significant and nontransitory amount (i.e., profitably impose at least a “SSNIP”). If
the answer is “no,” then the size of the product group controlled by the hypothetical
monopolist is expanded to include the next closest substitute. The question is then
asked again. An antitrust product market exists when one reaches the point at which
the answer to the SSNIP question becomes “Yes.” A similar exercise is applied when
delineating geographic markets.7

4 For details on the Consent Decree entered into between the Division and the merging firms to remedy the
merger’s potential harm to competition, see the Competitive Impact Statement published by the Division
on 2/25/08.
5 See, for example, Harris and Simons (1989), Katz and Shapiro (2003), O’Brien and Wickelgren (2003)
and Baumann and Godek (2006).
6 While it is commonly assumed that if a 5% price increase is not profitable then an even greater price
increase is also unprofitable, this need not be true. Imagine, for example, that there are a significant number
of consumers whose demand for the product is very elastic, but a sufficiently large number of consumers
whose demands are very inelastic. Where one suspects that this may be the case, it can be useful to perform
a critical loss analysis for a wide range of possible price increases.
7 For a more rigorous description of the relevant algorithms see the joint DOJ/FTC HMG (Issued: April 2,
1992 Revised: April 8, 1997), Sects. 1.1 and 1.2.
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CLA, or at least “the spirit” of CLA, can be applied also when evaluating a merger’s
likely competitive effects. In this context the analyst can, by considering the cross price
elasticities between products of the merging firms and the price-cost margins earned
on their sales, calculate whether a price increase of some magnitude by (at least) one
of them will become profitable when previously it had not been. This would occur
when a sufficiently large fraction of the sales (and their associated margins) that would
have been lost to the firm had it raised price pre-merger will be “recaptured” by the
firm post-merger.8

CLA in one form or another was employed by Division economists in a num-
ber of merger investigations during the past year. These included the investigation
of a proposed merger by Smithfield with Premium Standard Farms—two firms that
purchase hogs for slaughter and sell pork products downstream—and two signifi-
cant mergers in the paper products industry: Abitibi/Bowater and Altivity/Graphic.
The first of these was closed without the Division’s taking any enforcement action.
The latter two resulted in consent decrees requiring substantial plant divestitures to
resolve the Division’s competitive concerns.

3.1 Smithfield/Premium Standard Farms

In September of 2006, Smithfield Foods Inc. and Premium Standard Foods Inc.
(PSF) announced that their boards had approved Smithfield’s acquisition of PSF. The
to-be-merged firms are both significant producers of hogs and packers of pork. In
addition to selling pork products downstream and being to a certain extent vertically
integrated, the firms both purchase a considerable number of hogs for slaughter from
“contract hog finishers.” A significant question in the investigation was whether in
one particular geographic region a merged Smithfield/PSF would find it profitable to
exercise monopsony power over contract hog finishers. To help answer this question,
one can perform a critical loss analysis from the perspective of buyers rather than
sellers, asking whether the gain from depressing price would exceed the loss as sellers
cut back on the amount that they were willing to supply to the buyer.

Relevant variables for performing such an exercise include the size of the posited
monopsony price decrease, the pre-merger volume of hogs that hog finishers supplied
to the merged firm, the post-merger volume of hogs that hog finishers would choose
to supply to the merged firm following the price decrease, and the size of the contribu-
tion margin per hog that the merged firm makes on marginal amounts of hogs that it
slaughters. The second and third of these variables determine the fraction of purchases
that will be “chased away” by the price decrease while the fourth determines the “per
hog harm” to the merged firm from no longer making these purchases.9

For values of these variables, one can calculate a “critical” loss of hogs, beyond
which an exercise of (that degree of) monopsony power would prove unprofitable. In

8 See the 1995 speech by the then-Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economics Carl Shapiro at http://
www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/speeches/227167.htm.
9 Implicit in this analysis is the assumption that the merged firm has no downstream market power so that
reducing its output does not affect its selling price.
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particular, that critical number would be such that a posited price decrease would be
profitable only if the following condition is satisfied:

(Margin earned per hog) x (# of hogs lost )

< (Size of price decrease ) x (# of hogs still supplied)

What factors might lead one to conclude—as the Division ultimately did—that
even for a very small posited price decrease the condition would not likely be satis-
fied? Important factors were the available capacity and what was determined to be a
relatively low cost of further expansion on the part of competing packers located in
relatively close proximity to the potentially at-risk suppliers. The ability of contract
hog finishers currently supplying one or another of the merging firms to ship their
hogs instead to these alternative buyers would likely provide the requisite competitive
discipline.

Another, somewhat lesser, consideration related to the existence of multi-year con-
tracts that had been entered into by the parties and many of their suppliers prior to the
merger and which contain price protection clauses.

3.2 Paper Mergers

In 2007–2008, the Division intensively investigated two large proposed mergers in the
paper industry. The first of these matters was the proposed union between
Abitibi-Consolidated Inc. (“Abitibi”) and Bowater Inc. (“Bowater”), North America’s
two largest producers of newsprint. Newsprint’s primary use is as the paper on which
newspapers are printed. The second of these matters was the proposed union be-
tween Graphic Packaging International Inc. (“GPC”) and Altivity Packaging LLC
(“Altivity”), two large paperboard producers. GPC and Altivity both produced signif-
icant quantities of coated recycled boxboard (CRB), a paperboard product that is used
to package a wide range of food and non-food products. The Abitibi-Bowater and
GPC-Altivity transactions shared a number of features and raised similar economic
issues, some of which we discuss below.10

3.2.1 Merger Simulation with Mill Closures

Though the Abitibi-Bowater and GPC-Altivity transactions involved distinct mar-
kets—North American newsprint and North American CRB, respectively—the prod-
ucts in each matter share a number of economically important features. Both are
relatively homogenous paper products, and the production of each is characterized by
high fixed, but not sunk, costs. In addition, the demand for both is flat or declining.

These characteristics contributed to another shared feature: in both markets the most
cost effective way to raise price was not to reduce output incrementally, but rather to

10 Fittingly, the matters came to similar conclusions: in both cases the Division expressed significant com-
petitive concerns, and in both cases the parties resolved those concerns by agreeing to the Division’s demand
that they divest significant production facilities.
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reduce capacity by permanently closing entire mills.11 Accordingly, a natural approach
to simulating the effects of the mergers in these markets is to focus on the profitability
of raising price post-merger by closing paper mills.12 In particular, one can calculate
for the merged firm the profitability of closing any particular subset of its mills. By
repeating this calculation for all possible subsets of the firm’s mills, one can identify
not only whether any mill closures would be profitable, but also the set of mill closures
(if any) that would be most profitable.13

An additional attractive feature of this approach is that it can be used not only for
purposes of analyzing competitive effects, but also for testing for relevant product
markets and testing whether particular candidate divestitures would be adequate to
solve a merger-generated competitive problem.

For example, the hypothesis that North American CRB is a relevant market can be
tested by calculating whether a firm that controlled all North American CRB mills
would find it profitable to close sufficient mill capacity so as to raise price by five
percent. The likelihood of a unilateral anticompetitive effect in the North American
CRB market can be evaluated by calculating whether a firm that controlled GPC and
Altivity’s mills would find it profitable to close a mill in order to raise price. And if the
merger simulation predicts an anticompetitive effect, proposed divestiture packages
can be evaluated by defining the post-merger firm as the set of mills owned by the
parties, less the mills to be divested.14

Another advantage of simulating the effect of a merger by focusing on mill closures
is that it eliminates a number of pitfalls traditionally associated with analyzing com-
petitive effects. For example, it imposes no assumptions about a specific oligopoly
model, beyond the idea that closing plants is the most profitable way to raise price.
Furthermore, it limits debate about whether costs are variable or fixed—and hence
about margins—as any cost that would be avoided once a plant closes is variable.
Finally, its simplicity and transparency facilitate interaction between the Division and
the parties.

3.2.2 Declining Demand

It is a well-documented fact that the circulations of newspapers across the United
States are shrinking. Since the great majority of newsprint is used to print daily and
weekly newspapers, it is no surprise that demand for newsprint has also been falling.
This decline in the demand for newsprint is expected to continue, and it raises an

11 Permanently closing a mill converts its fixed costs into variable costs and allows the firm to avoid paying
them.
12 For more details on this approach, see Hill (2008).
13 As with any merger simulation, making reliable predictions requires reliable information about a number
of input parameters. These include the costs and capacities of each mill, the amount of economically viable
excess capacity owned by competitors, the price elasticity of demand, the price elasticity of import supply,
and the cost of closing a mill.
14 One can also test the model’s predictive power by asking whether firms in the market appear to be
currently maximizing profit—i.e., whether any firm would likely find it profitable to close mills even absent
a merger.
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interesting question: how, if at all, do anticipated declines in demand affect a merged
firm’s incentive to raise price?15

Figure 1 shows a simple example in which, in response to a merger, a newsprint
mill is closed “prematurely” in period 1. This shifts the supply curve from S to S’
and generates an increase in the price of newsprint. Demand is expected to, and does,
shift inward in the second period—here by the same amount as the inward shift in
supply. Price remains higher than in the “but for the merger” world. This is shown by
the vertical difference between P2 and PB F . Further, the cost of having prematurely
closed a mill decreases since the fall in demand reduces the price—and hence the
profit—that the closed mill would have earned in the but-for world. In this case, the
decline in demand increases the profitability of closing capacity.

But declining demand can, under different conditions, actually reduce a merged
firm’s incentive to close capacity. To see this, consider the situation depicted in Fig. 2.
In period 1, an inframarginal newsprint mill is closed, shifting the market supply curve
from S to S’—and increasing the price of newsprint relative to the but-for world. In
period 2, the demand curve shifts from D1 to D2. In contrast to our earlier example,
here the decline in demand eliminates any difference in price relative to the but-for
world, removing any benefit to the firm from prematurely reducing capacity. More-
over, the merged firm continues to pay the opportunity cost of having closed the mill
prematurely, i.e., until such time as declining demand would have made mill closure
profitable in the absence of any merger.

15 As discussed with respect to newspaper product markets themselves in last year’s Review article, the
mere fact that demand for a product may be falling does not tell us that the product is less likely to constitute
a relevant antitrust market. Indeed, to the extent that sales lost to alternatives come from the most marginal
of the product’s consumers, demand may now be even less elastic than previously—creating, all else equal,
potentially greater competitive concerns from high concentration resulting from a proposed merger.
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The difference between the outcomes illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 is the shape of the
supply curve. When the supply curve is relatively steep and continuous as in Fig. 1, a
decline in demand does not affect the difference between the prices in the merger and
but-for worlds but does lessen the sting of closing an inframarginal mill. On the other
hand, if the relevant portion of the supply curve is relatively flat as in Fig. 2, a decline
in demand will tend to decrease the benefit of a closing an inframarginal mill.

Although the slope of the supply curve is important, whether a firm finds it profit-
able to close an inframarginal mill will depend also on factors such as the rate at which
demand is declining and the position of the firm’s mills on the supply curve. Rapidly
falling demand tends to decrease the expected duration of a price increase, but it also
reduces the expected opportunity cost of closing capacity precipitously. Conversely,
the lower a mill is positioned on the supply curve the longer is the expected duration of
the price increase that would result from its closing, but the higher is the opportunity
cost of a premature closure.

3.2.3 Contractual Protection

An intriguing issue that arose in the GPC-Altivity matter was the existence of a number
of long-term contracts between the parties and their customers that committed each
side to using a particular pricing mechanism for the life of the contract.16 Some of these
contracts weakened the merged firm’s incentive to raise price because their pricing
mechanism provided contractual protection to customers in the event of an increase
in the market price of CRB. That is, some of these contracts reduced the benefit of an
increase in the market price of CRB by preventing the merged firm from raising the

16 This issue also arose in the XM-Sirius investigation.
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price to a subset of its customers. It was therefore important to establish which pricing
mechanisms provided contractual protection, for how much of the market protection
was provided, and for how long.

The price in a CRB contract can be determined in many ways, but we shall discuss
three important mechanisms: It is fixed for the life of the contract; it is a function
of the prices of the inputs into CRB; or it is a function of the industry CRB price.
The first pricing mechanism provides strong protection against price increases for the
life of the contract. The second mechanism provides strong protection because CRB
producers have little influence over input prices (North American CRB producers
are not, as a rule, vertically integrated into the production of the inputs into CRB).
The third mechanism, however, provides only weak protection, since any increase in
the market price is immediately passed on to customers whose contracts include such
a mechanism. Thus, customers with such a pricing mechanism are only protected to
the extent that other customers are protected.

A separate question is how long a contract must last for it to reduce the incentive
to raise price. There is no definitive answer to this question, but it is fair to say that
the more stable is a market (i.e., the lower is the probability of entry or product inno-
vation), the longer a contract must be for it to alter significantly a firm’s incentives to
raise price.

A simple way to incorporate the effect of contractual protection into merger sim-
ulations is to assume that the merged firm will profit from a price increase over only
x percent of its sales, with the value of x depending upon the pricing mechanisms
and durations of the merged firm’s contracts with its customers. While the simplicity
of this solution is attractive, three qualifications should be noted: First, contractual
protection is not a perfect substitute for the protection offered by competition. Con-
tracts are costly to write and enforce, for example, and may require customers to be
bear litigation costs. Second, long-term contracts may also have indirect effects on the
profitability of raising prices post-merger. For example, if long-term contracts are par-
ticularly sought by vulnerable consumers (i.e., customers whose demand is inelastic),
the demand faced by the merged firm may be more elastic than total industry demand.
Third, a contract that commits a firm to provide a minimum output to particular cus-
tomers may reduce the merged firm’s flexibility to close mills. Consider, for example,
a case in which a customer close to a high-cost mill is guaranteed a minimum CRB
tonnage (thought not necessarily from the proximate mill). If transportation costs are
high—say because oil is expensive—it may be that serving this customer from another
mill is prohibitively expensive. Such a long-term contract may mean that closing the
high-cost mill is impractical and hence raise the cost of closing capacity (since a more
profitable mill must be closed instead).

3.2.4 Recapture

Recapture is typically of great importance in differentiated products merger analysis
and of minor importance in mergers involving homogenous products. Nevertheless,
although both newsprint and CRB are homogenous products, recapture played a role
in both investigations. In the Abitibi-Bowater matter this concern manifested itself in
markets in which the Division ultimately concluded that the transaction was not a threat
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to competition. We shall therefore focus on the role of recapture in the GPC-Altivity
matter.

The closest substitute for CRB is coated unbleached kraft paper (“CUK”), and
the available evidence suggested that a significant proportion of the users who would
abandon CRB in the event of a price increase would attempt to switch to CUK. A rough
simplification is to say that both quality and price increase as one moves from CRB
to CUK. Industry data suggests that CUK producers—including GPC, which owns a
substantial share of North America’s CUK capacity—hold little excess capacity and
earn significant margins on their sales.

GPC’s ownership of CUK capacity appeared to affect its incentive to raise the price
of CRB in two ways. First, GPC could expect to recapture as margins on CUK sales a
portion of the CRB sales that it would lose if the price of CRB increased. Of course,
its ability to recapture lost CRB sales in this manner would be limited by the amount
of CUK excess capacity that it held. Second, if GPC’s CUK excess capacity were
to be exhausted, an increase in the demand for CUK due to substitution away from
CRB could increase the price of CUK, raising GPC’s margin on its CUK sales. Thus,
GPC’s ownership of CUK production and its ability to thereby recapture lost CRB
sales appeared to increase its incentive to raise the price of CRB, even though CUK
was not in the same market as CRB.

4 Competition Advocacy

4.1 Airport Delays

Several Division economists, including the then-Deputy Assistant Attorney General
for Economic Analysis Dennis Carlton, contributed late last year to the public debate
concerning airport delays in a Discussion Paper that provides an analysis of the causes
of the current problem, conservative estimates of its economic cost (primarily, the
opportunity cost of the time that delayed travelers spend on airplanes, in airports, and
in more serious cases in hotels), and a series of recommendations for improving the
operation of the nation’s scarce airport capacity.17 The paper offers also a recommen-
dation for helping to fund future capacity enhancements by charging those who stand
to benefit most by its expansion—i.e., the airlines and their passengers—rather than
taxpayers more generally.

The authors note that much public discussion of how to deal with the increasingly
costly delays in the nation’s air traffic system focuses on expensive long-run proposals
to alleviate, or perhaps even eliminate, underlying capacity constraints. Among the
leading recommendations in this category are that airport capacity should be expanded
by constructing new runways and gates, and that greater investments should be made
in new technologies that would permit existing capacity to be used more intensively.18

17 See Whalen et al. (2007). A condensed version of this paper appeared also as Whalen et al. (2008).
18 Last August, for example, the FAA awarded a $1.86 billion contract for the initial stage of deploying
and operating a GPS tracking system to replace the current use of radar.
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Such proposals are themselves very costly, however, and will in any event provide
the desired benefits only in the much longer run. And as the paper points out, before
comparing the costs and benefits of such proposals it is important first to consider
whether additional value can be squeezed out of existing capacity even without incur-
ring the costs that expensive new proposals or mandates would necessitate. Indeed,
as the authors explain, a great deal can be done in the shorter run both to mitigate
the number and size of delays, and to allocate existing capacity more optimally than
it is being allocated currently, by making greater use of the price system and other
market-based mechanisms more generally.

In most markets, resources used to produce a product have prices that act as a
rationing mechanism, and the price system works to allocate scarce resources to
their highest valued uses. Use of the price system to allocate resources in the airline
industry has been eschewed in favor of legislative and regulatory solutions, with costly
economic consequences. In 2000, for example, in an attempt to promote entry and
competition, Congress relaxed and ultimately eliminated (at least temporarily) slot
constraints at three of the nation’s most fully utilized airports—LaGuardia, JFK and
O’Hare—and did not impose a price system in its place. Unsurprisingly, in all three
cases airlines not required to bear the full cost of their scheduling decisions (which
may have involved greater than optimal use of smaller planes) quickly responded to
the new rules by expanding the number of flights they offered regardless of total airport
capacity. Delay problems significantly worsened.

Another potentially costly impediment to the efficient operation of the nation’s
airline industry includes “carve-outs” for general aviation users, such as corporate
jets. This results in small, low-occupancy planes occupying at times scarce capacity
that could instead be used by commercial operations carrying many more passengers
and quite possibly providing greater value. By making general aviation users partici-
pate in the same market-based mechanisms as commercial users, as proposed by the
authors, general aviation would acquire slots when and only when their valuation of
those slots exceeded that of commercial users, thereby increasing the value obtained
from our scarce airport resources.

Among the paper’s more specific recommendations are to have the FAA determine
the number of slots that can be used consistent with safety considerations and then use
slot auctions for takeoffs and landings by time of day to allocate this scarce capacity
most efficiently. Capacity holdings should convey more clearly defined property rights
to their owners, and a secondary market for slots should continue to be permitted. Spe-
cial interest carve-outs—e.g., for general aviation users—should be eliminated, and
foreign carriers should be required to bid and pay for slots on a par with, and under the
same terms as, U.S. carriers. As a side benefit, the revenues obtained from auctions
could be used both to help signal the extent to which further investment in capacity
expansion is cost-justified and could in principle be used to help fund such investments.

While these proposals would go a long way towards enhancing the efficiency of the
nation’s air traffic system, they alone would not prevent airlines from accumulating a
sufficiently large share of rights at particular airports to enhance or maintain monop-
oly power. Here, the authors note, antitrust authorities would need to remain watchful;
“not to prevent large carriers from growing efficiently, but to ensure through the use
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of an analytical framework such as that used routinely to evaluate proposed mergers,
that anti-competitive acquisitions in these markets would be prevented.”

While certain of these recommendations may be politically infeasible, at least cur-
rently, an important benefit of competition advocacy research and publication by the
Division’s economists is to help contribute their expertise to important public debates,
to better inform the public and its representatives of the existence of inefficient policies
and their costs, and to propose sensible alternatives for serious consideration.

4.2 Electricity Industry Restructuring

In the 1990s and early 2000s the nation’s electricity markets underwent a considerable
amount of restructuring. Due in large part to the contemporaneous California energy
crisis, the public and many industry analysts have been critical of these more market-
friendly initiatives. Some have argued that electricity market restructuring needs to
be re-thought, arguing that it has resulted in excessive energy prices. Others feel that the
restructuring initiatives were a mistake and that a return to regulation would improve
matters.

Economist Jeff Lien examines these issues in a recent EAG Discussion Paper (Lien
2008).19 Lien’s paper discusses some successful features of industry restructuring and
considers areas where further reform may be warranted. Broadly speaking, he finds
that market restructuring is producing significant tangible benefits in the areas of the
country where it has been most fully implemented, and he argues that calls for the
re-imposition of regulation should be resisted.

Among the specific issues examined in the paper is the question of whether restruc-
turing has, as some have claimed, led to higher energy prices.20 A simple cross-state
comparison of changes in average retail electricity prices over the period 1995–2006
provides little support for that broad claim. States that had some restructuring expe-
rienced a wide range of price increases across the sample period, as did states with
no restructuring. Many in both categories experienced price changes that were well
above the U.S. average, and many in both categories experienced price changes that
were well below the U.S. average.

These data alone are generally insufficient to answer questions of causation. Dif-
ferent states employ a different mix of fuel types to generate electricity, and Lien notes
that there is clear evidence that increases in fuel prices are responsible for much of the
increase in electric rates. Empirical studies attempting to get at the causation question
are discussed briefly, and many of these suggest that the competition unleashed by
restructuring has decreased price and that, overall, consumers have benefited.

Lien points out also that focusing purely on short-run price effects constitutes at
best only a partial assessment of the success of restructuring. “The goal of market
restructuring” Lien argues, “should be to create an environment that encourages

19 EAG 08-4 April 2008.
20 See, for example, “Competitively Priced Electricity Costs More, Studies Show,” David Cay Johnston,
New York Times, November 6, 2007 and “Electricity Deregulation: High Cost, Unmet Promises,” Terence
O’Hara and Amit R. Paley, Washington Post, March 12, 2006.
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operational efficiencies and economically justified investment decisions while
limiting market power, the cost of implementing competition and any adverse im-
pact on reliability (or perhaps even putting in place reliability improvements).” The
paper argues that restructuring, by creating such an environment, will have long-run
price effects that cannot be captured by examining a snapshot—even one as long as
ten years.

That having been stated, the analyst may be able to look directly and narrowly at
the impact that restructuring has had on the market forces that affect prices and will
continue to affect them over time. Lien does this, and draws conclusions about which
elements of restructuring have been a success and which elements deserve further con-
sideration. Among the more notable benefits from restructuring have been increases
in plant-level operating efficiency and the effectiveness of new trading arrangements
in eliciting gains from trade. Among the areas where some degree of regulatory over-
sight and control of electricity markets continues to be warranted (and where improving
the regulatory apparatus should continue to be a focus of attention) derive from the
susceptibility of energy markets to market power, the significant challenges to the
development of large interregional transmission capacity projects, and the difficulties
of exposing residential customers to the relatively large changes in wholesale prices
that can occur on an hour-by-hour basis.

5 Work with Foreign Competition Agencies

Over the past decade or two, antitrust enforcement has increasingly had a distinctly
global dimension. Approximately one hundred foreign countries currently have com-
petition offices, many of which have been in operation for only a relatively short time.
Multinational businesses are increasingly finding themselves subject to review and
enforcement action by multiple jurisdictions. During the past year economists at the
Antitrust Division continued playing a significant role in advising and training our
economic and legal counterparts—particularly in many of the nascent competition
agencies.

Particularly noteworthy were discussions held last year in Changchun, China with
individuals who would be responsible for implementing that country’s first anti-
monopoly law, a law formally enacted in August 2007. Jointly with our counterparts at
the Federal Trade Commission, we gave a series of talks and presentations relating to
merger review. These ranged from teaching the rudiments of microeconomic theory, to
incorporating into a discussion of an hypothetical merger more advanced techniques
such as Critical Loss Analysis.

Closer to home, the Antitrust Division’s economics group convened for the second
consecutive year a three-day workshop for staff members of several foreign compe-
tition agencies, including ones in Mexico, Egypt, South Africa and Russia. Formal
presentations by EAG economists covered a wide range of economic topics rele-
vant to sound antitrust enforcement, including oligopoly theory, competitive effects
analysis of mergers, the economics of vertical restraints, and basic empirical tech-
niques (including the meaning and use of rudimentary econometrics). In addition,
attendees and Division economic (and legal) staff participated in break-out group
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discussions of a hypothetical merger and of the hypothetical use of exclusive-dealing
agreements.

It is hoped that continued active involvement by EAG’s economists in training and
advising our colleagues in other antitrust regimes (and learning from them in turn) will
help contribute to a greater consensus on, and the implementation of, sound economic
principles around the world.
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